Global physical event detection has traditionally relied on dense coverage of physical sensors around the world; while this is an expensive undertaking, there have not been alternatives until recently. The ubiquity of social networks and human sensors in the field provides a tremendous amount of realtime, live data about true physical events from around the world. However, while such human sensor data have been exploited for retrospective large-scale event detection such as hurricanes or earthquakes, there has been limited to no success in exploiting this rich resource for general physical event detection.
I. INTRODUCTION
Physical event detection, such as extreme weather events or traffic accidents have long been the domain of static event processors operating on numeric sensor data or human actors manually identifying event types. However, the emergence of big data and associated data processing & analytic tools and systems have led to several applications in large-scale event or trend detection in the streaming domain [1] - [7] . However, it is important to note that many of these works are a form of retrospective analysis, as opposed to true realtime event detection, since they perform detection on cleaned and processed data within a short-time frame in the past, with the assumption that their approaches are sustainable and will continue to function over time.
This is an unrealistic assumption due to the concept drift phenomenon, where real-world data exhibits continuous changes in its distribution. The concept drift phenomenon has been well documented [8] - [17] . In effect, changes in data distribution render machine learning algorithms obsolete over time and classification models require constant fine-tuning for effective performance. As such, existing big data analytics have focused on larger scale events or trend analysis where learning models can be updated with human feedback.
As such, most applications for streaming data rely on nonadversarial assumptions about their data content:
• the streaming data is of high quality, with little to no noise; in this case, human labeling is easier and weaksupervision [18] using trend analysis or statistical distributions can be exploited to create new labeled data • the concept drift direction, type, and scale are known; in effect, some approaches presuppose knowledge of dataset shift, which is not a realistic real-world assumption • there is immediate and proportional feedback available to perform model correction; however, the streaming domain's data volume is too large to enable proportional feedback for real-world implementation • the streaming data exhibits strong-signal characteristics, where the desired event's signals (or features) are well separated from irrelevant signals; in our case, we focus on the weak-signal case where the relevant data is dwarfed by irrelevant data and noise. We present an system for adapting to real-world evolving data that uses a combination of corroborative sources and probabilistic supporting sources to perform real-time event detection that avoids deterioration under noisy, drifting conditions. We demonstrate our system in a case study with disaster detection as the physical event of choice; our system is able to detect events under a variety of categories, such as landslides, flooding, wildfires, and earthquakes in realtime. Additionally, our system LITMUS 1 , is drift adaptive and continuously updates itself against adversarial drift without human intervention. Specifically, we address the closed-dataset assumptions described:
• we rely on low quality streaming data from social networks such as Twitter and Facebook, which consist primarily of noisy short-text streams [19] [20] with large amounts of misinformation and disinformation • we do not pre-suppose drift; instead we assume unknown and unbounded concept drift due in part to lexical diffusion [21] and random shifts in user behavior • we do not rely on human feedback for our system's learning model updates due to its infeasibility in the streaming domain; manually labeling of even 0.01% of streaming web data from Twitter (>500M samples per day) will require more than 20 workers to work continuously for 8 hours each day • we demonstrate efficacy with weak-signal events with an abundance of irrelevant data and noise -our disaster dataset is an ongoing collection of live social and news feeds, and even with keyword search and filtering on disaster type, almost 94% of data are drifting noise with time-varying characteristics that must be eliminated with fast-updating learning models
We make the distinction between weak-signal and strongsignal events as follows: strong-signal events have signals (or features) that are easily separable; for example, the earthquake detection approach in [4] relies on the fact that each earthquake is followed by several hundreds or thousands of tweets. Similarly, Google Flu Trends, another example of event detection that deteriorated due to concept drift [15] - [17] , [22] , focused on flu detection by matching search terms across the entire United States. We focus on weak-signal events such as landslides, floodings, and wildfires: these events have the same real-world impact in terms of damages and costs; however they are numerous and each instance of an event is lost in streaming noise. We show in Figure 1 the relation between our event detection to the number of tweets per event: most events are associated with a single tweet or two tweets -a far cry from the hundreds or millions of social sensors used by [4] and [17] . We perform detection in these noisy and drifting conditions, where our approach outperforms static models by over 350% in event detection under drifting conditions. We present the following contributions:
• We propose a system for end-to-end event detection using a combination of corroborative sources and probabilistic supporting sources • We implement a collaborative teamed-classifier approach for physical event detection that performs continuous learning and adaptation without human intervention. Our approach is able to detect concept drift and perform the appropriate training data generation, labeling, and model fine-tuning to prevent classifier deterioration without any bottleneck from human labelers • We demonstrate the efficacy of our system on weak-signal events with significant amounts of noise and concept drift.
A demo is available at https://grait-dm.gatech.edu/demo-multi-source-integration/
II. RELATED WORK

A. Concept Drift
Recent approaches for drift adaptation usually use synthetic data to validate procedures [8] - [11] . Synthetically generated data is perturbed to include specific, known forms of drift, such as gradual, cyclic, or sudden drift. Under these constraints, there exist several mechanisms for concept drift adaptation with physical sensors containing numeric data.
Windowing is a common technique for adaptation that uses multiple sliding windows over time. This approach uses several data memories, or windows of different lengths over an incoming data stream; each window has its own classifier. The SAM-KNN algorithm uses nearest neighbor approach to select the window closest to a new data sample for classification [23] . Nested windows are used in [12] to obtain multiple training sets over the same data that each exclude a region of the data space. Adaptive Random Forests augment the traditional random forest classifier with a built-in explicit drift detector (requiring labels). Drift detection leads to forest pruning in the ensemble to remove tress that have poor performance on the drifted data. The pruned forest is subsequently updated with new weak classifiers to complete the ensemble [24] . The Knowledge Maximized Ensemble (KME) uses both off-theshelf and its own drift detectors to recognize multiple forms of drift simultaneously. Models are updated when enough training data is collected and removed if they perform poorly on subsequent drifted data [25] . Most methods approach concept drift with an eye towards detection and subsequent normalization. Updating or rebuilding a machine learning model facing drift involves two bottlenecks in the classification pipeline: data labeling and model training; data labeling is the greater challenge due to its oracle requirements. Such wait-and-see models that perform corrections once errors have been detected entail periodic performance degradation before they are corrected with model updates; this may be infeasible in missioncritical applications. Active learning strategies counteract this bottleneck in part [8] ; the trade-off is between highly accurate models and clustered, knowledge-agnostic representations that consider data on distance without subject matter expertise.
B. Physical Event Detection
Earthquake detection using social sensors was initially proposed in [4] . There have also been attempts to develop physical event detectors for other types of disasters, including flooding [7] , flu [15] - [17] , infectious diseases [1] , and landslides [26] . In most cases, the works focus on large-scale disasters or health crises, such as earthquakes, hurricanes [27] , and influenza that can be easily verified and have abundant reputable data. Our application is general purpose, as it can handle small-scale disaster such as landslides as well as large-scale disasters. The existing approaches also assume data without concept drift. However such assumptions, made in Google Flu Trends (GFT) [15] - [17] degrade in the long term. GFT was originally created to complement the CDC's flu tracking efforts by identifying seasonal trends in the flu season [17] . Failure to account for seasonal changes in event characteristics led to increasing errors over the years, and by 2013, GFT missed the trends by 140%. This error has been attributed to exclusion of new data from CDC, changes in the underlying search data distribution itself, and cyclical data artifacts [15] - [17] .
III. DATA
Our system uses a combination of corroborative sources and probabilistic supporting sources. We first make the distinction between the two before describing our data collection process. a) Corroborative source: We define a corroborative sources as a dedicated physical or web sensors that provides annotated physical event information that can be crawled or scraped. Such physical sensor data is often structured, e.g. government agency reports about disasters. Web-based corroborative sources include news articles which are often tagged with keywords and due to their fact-based nature, inherently included misinformation checking. However, corroborative source latency in information availability makes them unsuited for real-time physical event detection; since corroborative sources provide event conformation after their own corroboration, there are delays in information dissemination. Such sources also do not have global or dense coverage due to funding limits. b) Probabilistic supporting source: We consider any source without corroboration a probabilistic supporting source due to the inherent uncertainty. These correspond to classifier predictions in a traditional ML environment. In our approach, we use an array of probabilistic supporting sources to more confidently predict events in the absence of corroborative sources. Additionally, our systems monitors these probabilistic supporting sources continuously for performance deterioration due to drift, and performs classifier updates and fine-tuning using data from corroborative sources. As such, we call this combination of two types of sources the teamed-classifier approach.
A. Corroborative Sources
In our case study of disaster detection, our corroborative sources are extensible based on the domain. We use a combination of physical and web sensors as our corroborative sources.
As an example of corroborative source latency and limited coverage, the LITMUS system previously relied primarily on USGS landslide reports [26] . Since USGS no longer provides any landslide reports for such disasters, thee LITMUS system must compensate with other corroborative sources such as rainfall and earthquake data from USGS. We also use NOAA landslide predictions that are provided in high rainfall regions. Since these physical sensors do not have dense, global coverage, we also use web-based corroborative sources such as news articles crawled from aggregators (Google News and Bing News APIs). We adapt the news streaming and processing approach from [22] for data collection.
B. Probabilistic Supporting Sources
Our probabilistic supporting sources are a group of temporally evolving machine learning classifiers trained to classify events from short-text streams from Twitter, Facebook, and other social networks. In contrast to an ensemble approach, we only use the classifiers that are most effective on a data item; due to concept drift, we keep a history of classifiers at different points of training over time as well as each classifier's performance to better identify high quality classifiers at any time. The raw social sensor data is streamed from Twitter and Facebook, with web crawlers leveraged for the latter to improve retrieval efficiency. LITMUS performs metadata processing using the streaming and extraction approach in [22] . We note that even with keyword filtering (e.g. landslide, mudslide, rockslide for landslides, and flood and rain for flooding), over 90% of the streamed data are not relevant to our desired disaster events. In each case, there is linguistic noise that hides the true events:
• Landslide refers to both the disaster event and election events. Additionally, there is a song with the same name by the Fleetwood Mac band. • Mudslide refers to both the disaster event and an alcoholic cream drink • Flood is used to describe flooding events in conjunction with the more idiomatic usage • Rain similarly is used for heavy rain events, light rain events, and idiomatic usage, the latter of which is more common (e.g. raining on their parade) We show some examples of correctly detected events from streaming web data in Figure 2 and 3. We also show examples of false positives due to linguistic noise in Figure 4 . Additionally, as we showed in Figure 1 , most events have only one or two tweets or Facebook posts associated with them, requiring stronger detection capabilities for real-time event detection than retrospective trend-detection approaches in [4] . 
IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
We first describe our general system overview. We will then cover technical details about the integration of corroborative and probabilistic sources, as well as the unsupervised drift detection and adaptation algorithms we use. Finally, we will cover our system implementation.
A. System Overview
We show a general system overview in Figure 5 . The teamed classifier is dynamically constructed weighted ensemble of classifiers that are most relevant for a given data point. Classifiers consist of machine learning models trained on subsets of streaming data collected since system inception, as well as spatio-temporal filters based on corroborative events. The latter uses the following intuition: if an event is detected from corroborative sources, then any streaming data point that exists in the same spatio-temporal coordinates as the corroborative event can be automatically labeled as a relevant, or conversely, an irrelevant data point (see Figure 6 ).
1) Corroborative Classification:
We perform corroborative classification using annotations provided by corroborative sources themselves. As an example, NOAA provides landslide predictions in high rainfall regions. We take high probability predictions as ground truth for landslide events in the future, since NOAA predictions are high confidence sources (as defined in [22] ) and can corroborate events detected in streaming data. Similarly, NOAA rainfall data covers flooding during extreme climate events. We use these annotations as ground truth corroborative events.
2) Streaming Data Classification: We use an array of machine learning models for streaming data classification. Given a short-text stream from the raw stream, we select the top k most relevant classifiers from set of all classifiers Fig. 5 . General system overview for corroborative and probabilistic source integration. We perform classification on corroborative sources using their own annotations and store them in a Corroborative Events database. Streaming Data is classified into relevant and irrelevant classes using teamed classifiers that combine corroborative events and probabilistic supporting sources operating on the streaming data. The detected events are stored in the Integrated Knowledgebase. Fig. 6 . We can automatically label some of the streaming data points using corroborative events: streaming data points (small circles) in the same spatiotemporal coordinates as a corroborative event (green zones) get the same label as the corroborative event. For example, if we get corroboration of a landslide event in Austin, Texas, then any tweet or Facebook post during the same time and location mentioning landslides is more likely about the disaster event as opposed to election landslides or the song Landslide. stored in LITMUS; we empirically set k = 5. Each classifier is weighted based on its relevancy to the data point (we cover this weighting scheme in the next section) and the dynamically created ensemble is used for the streaming data point classification.
B. Teamed Classifier Selection
We determine relevancy of a classifier to a data point using its performance on similar data points. This requires two steps: (i) drift detection to identify changes in the data distribution, and therefore, distance between data points, and (ii) classifier generation and selection in case of drift detection. In the second step, we perform classifier generation if the drift has not been seen, e.g. gradual or flash drift as described in [13] .
We perform classifier selection if the drift has been seen before, as in the case of cyclic or periodic drift [13] .
1) Drift detection: We considered recent works on novelty detection or out-of-distribution detection [28] - [31] . In our weak-signal focus, such approaches are not suitable where most of the samples are noise. We also need to address virtual concept drift, where the distribution of both relevant and irrelevant points changes without changing the decision boundary itself. Under virtual drift, it is sufficient to fine tune a classifier instead of rebuilding it, which is a more expensive step. Since concept drift affects the underlying data distribution, our drift detection approach uses the Kullback-Leibler divergence test on two distribution windows -the set of data points a classifier is trained on and the current streaming window of incoming data points. Comparison of the two distributions yields the distribution divergence metric, which we use as distance between a data point and a classifier. We perform the comparison on a high-density band of points for each window, with the band defined as follows: let D be the points x 1 , x 2 , ..., x i in window w , with a mean (or centroid)D = N −1 N x i Then, let f D (x) be the continuous density function of any D, where we estimate it on the distribution of distances of any point in D from its centroidD normalized to [0, 1]. Then, the Δ-density band of D, with Δ ∈ [0, 1], is a band around the centroid that contains Δ probability mass of the data window; e.g. if Δ = 0.6, the the Δ-band contains 60% of the points in D. We consider this as a banded region [δ l , δ h ], where 0 ≤ δ l < δ h ≤ 1, and calculate the region bounds as:
The intuition for using bands, as opposed to a spherical region is related to the curse of dimensionality in high dimensional data. Note that for some set of points in highdimensional space, the volume of the unit hypersphere tends to zero 2 . So the majority of these points occur near the corners of the hypersphere. The Δ-band then becomes a region around the centroid, where the hyperspherical region of radius δ l (lower bound of Δ) around the centroid is mostly empty. We approximate the Δ-band of our data using N (μ, σ 2 ), where μ, σ can be estimated based on the empirical observations in Figure 7 .
Then, with the Δ-bands of two windows (current streaming window and classifier window), we can measure the relevancy of a classifier with the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence as follows. The standard KL metric is shown in Eq 2, where the prior P A and posterior P B each model the data point x i . The classifier window w C is the prior, and the current streaming window w S is the posterior. Fig. 7 . We show the difference in distance distribution ltiple windows. Each window is a set of 3000 data points that are relevant to disasters. The dark blue bars represent the window under consideration, while the pink bars are the prior window. In each case, there is enough divergence between points to constitute concept drift. Additionally, the distribution itself can be estimated using N (μ, σ 2 )
where d is a distance metric and C A is the centroid of A. We obtain x A and x B from the prior and live distributions of w M and w S , respectively, where each x is the distance of the data point from the centroids. We make the approximation P A (x ) = min(P (x )) if P A (x ) = 0 to avoid KL discontinuity when P A (x ) = 0.
Each data point is a short-text string. We use word2vec to encode the string to 3 00, and use Cosine Similarity as our distance metric since it is a more effective metric for word2vec. We can then use the divergence as a drift detector and classifier evaluator. We allow a smoothing period between windows to incorporate the new stream after drift detection. For each data point, we add it to the current window and update the window's Δ-band. We then compare it to the window during the smoothing period to measure the divergence, where significant divergence indicates drift is occurring.
In the case of drift, we create a new window and generate and update classifiers. In the absence of drift, we measure the distance between the data point and the centroids of all classifiers to obtain the top k classifiers for dynamic ensemble creation.
2) Classifier Generation and Update: If drift is detected, we require changes to the classifiers that model the drifting data. We also generate new classifiers for the drifted data to avoid relying only on old classifiers that include drifted and old knowledge in their parameters.
We can model any learning model or classifier M as a mapping f M : M → Y from the training and testing data (M) to their respective class labels Y. Here each M specifies a region in the data space. The traditional learning methods have characterized M as representative of the universe of data points (see Related Work section). This assumption is not suitable for the streaming data with noise and drift, where the training data distribution in one window may be different from the distribution in another window (see Figure 7 ). Any window contains only a subset of the entire data space.
We address this assumption without detection and generation approach, where we build a continuously evolving set of mappings, or classifiers, from the data space to labels. With drift detection, whenever the distribution of a region in the data space changes, we change the classifier associated with it. If a new distribution is discovered (i.e. new points do not belong in any Δ-band in the mappings database), then we generate a new mapping for that region. We use the following algorithm for classifier generation and update. 
{Check if inside Δ-band} 9: if δ j l < d xi < δ j h then 10: ; high performing models over the entire set of models; high performing recent models; k-nearest models based on distance between data point and centroids of the model's data window; or nearest Δ-band models where only models whose Δ-band contains x i are considered.
For each point, we identify the Δ-band the point belongs to (Lines 7-9). If an x i does not belong to a Δ-band, we check if it belongs in a generalization band around the Δ-band in Line 14, where we consider the region [δ j h , λ] just outside the Δ-band. If an x i does not belong in any Δ-band, we add it to the general memory D G in Line 19, which we use to train new classifiers. The general memory are regions of the data space not yet seen in any existing model's data; it is used to create new classifiers when drift is detected using Eq 2. When drift is detected, we address it for each model by using the data in its respective memory (updated in Lines 10 and 15).
C. Implementation
We now describe the implementation of the teamedclassifier drift adaptive system, as described in Figure 8 . The drift adaptive system accepts two input streams -the realtime data stream (streaming data in Figure 5 ) and the delayed feedback labeled stream (corroborative events in Figure 5 ). Fig. 8 . The drift adaptive system takes streaming data and labeled data, the latter being corroborative events obtained from corroborative sources. We use the corroborative events to evaluate existing classifier and fine-tune them continuously. The streaming data is used for real-time dense global prediction. a) Real-time stream: We use the classifier selection and drift detection approach described in the previous approach for the real-time stream to deliver predictions:
• Model selection: We examine several model selection policies and use the k-nearest approach to select the models whose centroids are closest to a given data point. • Ensemble creation: The k-models selected in the prior step are weighted on their performance ω on their datasets, multiplied by the distance: w k = ω·d(x i , D Mk ). The weights are normalized using the softmax function. • Prediction: The dynamically generated ensemble's predictions are sent to the Integrated Knowledgebase in Figure 5 . Simultaneously, we continuously perform classifier maintenance using delayed feedback from corroborative events (we call this delayed feedback since corroborative events are far slower than the real-time stream).
• Evaluate: We can retroactively assign labels to realtime data points using corroborative events with the spatio-temporal assignment approach from Figure 6 . We then use this label assignment to evaluate classifiers on performance. • Drift Detection: Performance degradation entails explicit concept drift detection [13] . In conjunction with the unsupervised drift detection with the KL metric in Eq 2, we identify drift windows to generate new data memories (see Algorithm 1) • Learning/Updates: Drift in existing data memories entails model update and new model generation on the corroboratively labeled data. New data regions (the general memory D G ) discovered in the previous window are used exclusively for new mode creation, since they have no existing models to update.
V. EVALUATION
We will first describe some drift characteristics of our data. Then we will cover further system implementation and neural network classifier details. We will briefly cover accuracy results on individual windows. Finally we will describe our end-to-end system, with a demo available at https://graitdm.gatech.edu/demo-multi-source-integration/.
A. Drift Characteristics
Since our physical event detection data is a raw real-time stream from social sensor sites, we face significant noise and drift in our data. If we rely on authoritative corroboration for the streaming data, we lose valuable time in event detection; so, our system must be capable of adapting to such noise and drift continuously without human intervention.
We show the almost continuous drift for our data in Figure 9 . Each window is 3000 data points, and we show only a subset of windows. The red points are from the prior window, and the blue points are from the current window. For each window, we use t-SNE to embed both previous window and current window to 2D, and display them on the same plot. Some windows (Window 8, Window 9) do not show significant drift, with current window data occupying mostly the same space as previous window. However, other windows (Window 1, 4, 5, 6, 7) show more significant drift. Each point is a word2vec embedding of the associated string from social sensor. In each window image, blue points are positive samples in the current window, red points are negative samples in the current window, green points are positive samples in the previous window, and yellow points are negative samples in the previous window. We have noted in our paper the difficulty in automatically labeling negative samples, due to coverage considerations. As such, there is lower density of negative samples throughout compared to positive samples, creating a class imbalanced problem that adds to the existing drift and noise challenges.
We also evaluate performance of a non-drift adaptive system on the drifting data, shown in Figure 10 . We use a variety of linear classifiers such a SGD, Random Forest, Logistic Regression, Naive Bayes, and Decision Trees, along with neural networks. For linear classifiers, we perform grid search to obtain the best hyperparameters. We use an ensemble of textclassification networks [32] - [34] for the neural network (using TensorFlow). As we note, each classifier suffers significant performance drops.
We find this performance drop is due to a few factors:
• The social sensor data is noisy and has low context, yielding poor initial performance. As such, classifiers fail to generalize due to the variability in text streams from different regions or demographic groups (this diffusion is covered in part in [21] ). • Heuristic or simple filtering rules are lacking; it is difficult to adapt heuristics to memetic changes (e.g. the word flood and death can be a good heuristic for the disaster event; however more recently, they have been used in conjunction with controversial political language, skewing the social sensor data) • The raw stream data covers millions of true physical events, where our desired class (disaster, specifically individual disasters such as flooding, landslides, wildfires) consists of a fraction of samples. Further, it is difficult to use trend analysis tools to perform detection since each instance of an event is a weak-signal event, with only 1-2 posts associated with it.
B. Performance
We implement the end-to-end drift adaptive system described in Figure 8 and evaluate its performance across windows. The system as described integrates two streams: corroborative sources (i.e. news articles) and probabilistic supporting sources (i.e. predictions from ML classifiers) to deliver real-time predictions. Our system is not a retrospective trend analysis system such as the earthquake detector in [4] ; rather, it is a continuously evolving, real-time system.
We have noted that corroborative events can be used to automatically label social sensor posts. We find that while this is true, they account for only a fraction of all social posts; their delay and lack of dense, global coverage prevents their use as a reliable oracle for labels. We show the difference between the raw stream and oracle-labeled points in Figure 11 , where often, less than 5% of points could be so labeled. The remaining need to be processed with the drift adaptive system.
We show performance evaluation in Table 1 , where it is clear our drift adaptive system exceeds the static performance.
C. End-to-end system
We show in Figure 12 a screenshot of our end-to-end system available at https://grait-dm.gatech.edu/demo-multisource-integration/. Our system is resilient to drift, as we showed in Table V-A, and continues to function at high  TABLE I  WE SHOW PERFORMANCE ACROSS MULTIPLE WINDOWS, AND COMPARE THE STATIC SYSTEM'S PERFORMANCE AGAINST OUR ADAPTIVE SYSTEM. WE  FIND THAT IN EACH WINDOW, OUR ADAPTIVE SYSTEM EXCELS AGAINST THE STATIC APPROACH. WE USE THE CORROBORATIVE EVENTS TO   RETROACTIVELY LABEL POINTS WHEN AVAILABLE, AND USE THESE TO PERFORM CLASSIFIER FINE-TUNING AND UPDATES AS DESCRIBED IN THE Fig. 10 . We test several classifiers outside our drift adaptive system. In each case, performance drops across a few months compared to the initial accuracy. The Decision Tree, which relies on boundary conditions around features, suffers the most due to changes in feature distribution. Fig. 11 . Only a fraction of points can be labeled with corroborative events (log-scaled y-axis).
accuracy over six years after inception without any human intervention. We also show an example of a detected flooding event in Figure 13 , where the drift adaptive system has identified several flooding events in the UK. We also show below the map the collection of social posts that contributed to the event detection.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have described an end-to-end drift-adaptive system for true physical event detection. Our approach integrates corrob- Fig. 12 . A screenshot of the LITMUS landslide detection system demo incorporating our drift adaptive system. orative sources and probabilistic supporting sources to perform real-time physical event detection. Furthermore, our approach is able to adapt to the concept drift phenomena without sacrificing performance and without human labeling bottleneck as required in traditional drift adaptation techniques. We have implemented our system as a disaster detection application, with an online demo. Our approach does not make any limiting assumptions about its data, and performs detection in adversarial conditions where: (i) the data is noisy and drifting, (ii) the drift type is unknown and unbounded, (iii) feedback is limited and may not be available in most cases, and (iv) the events exhibit weak-signal characteristics. Our system is able to main high accuracy (∼90% f-score) across multiple time windows without human intervention to perform fine-tuning or updates. 
